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Manager’s Memo: by Sean Harley 
Closing Protection Coverage Forms 

I can recall not too long ago that a significant amount of time in this office was spent taking 
request for, preparing and distributing closing protection letters for customers of Stewart Title 
agents.  Each letter was individually prepared, usually sent via FAX to a lender (and agent ) and 
the original mailed with a hard copy retained in each agent’s file in our office.  At the time agent 
surveys revealed the turn-time of closing protection letters to be second only to responsiveness to 
underwriting calls in importance to satisfaction with Stewart Title. Cyndi Hagler often produced 
sixty to eighty such letters in a single day from the Stewart Title Ohio District Office.   

It was not unheard of for agents to alter closing protection letters in that era, feeling it too 
cumbersome or time-consuming to wait for a letter to be issued by this office.  Agents felt the 
practice was no big deal since the letters were given by request at no charge.  However, the 
unauthorized letters created potential liability for Stewart Title as the recipients of those closing 
protection letters would not be notified of the agent’s subsequent termination since Stewart Title 
had no knowledge of those closing protection letters being issued.  About nine years ago, Stewart 
Title introduced a website that allowed each agent to produce and distribute the closing protection 
letters for their customers without the involvement of the Stewart Title Ohio office.  This seems 
to work well for the timeliness of issuing the closing protection letters and for Stewart Title to 
track the recipients of the letters for each agent.  It also eliminated the practice of altering the 
letters since a corrected or updated letter could easily be produced by the agent.   

However, some of the recipients of the closing protection letters did alter the letters to suit their 
purposes.  Mortgage brokers would change the addressee if their investor switched before the 
closing.  Others would change the letter to show an unauthorized escrow company as the party 
Stewart Title was agreeing to assume liability for if a claim needed to be made under the closing 
protection letter.  Finally, some terminated agents would change the dates on the letters 
previously issued to make it appear as if they were still authorized agents for Stewart Title.   

Many claims from this era revolve around altered closing protection letters and whether Stewart 
Title has liability for the acts of non-agents, terminated agents or the claims of parties not shown 
as recipients of authorized letters within the system. At this same time, the Ohio Department of 
Insurance was in discussion with the Ohio Land Title Association with respect to ways to insure 
consumers and other parties to the real estate transaction against financial harm in defalcations 
and agent shut downs.  Of course, the result of those discussions is our current Closing Protection 
Coverage (CPC) product that is filed and rated by the Ohio Title Insurance Rating Bureau with 
approval from the Ohio Department of Insurance. 

Much to my dismay, I am seeing a return of altered CPC letters.  Please be sure that your 
associates and customers clearly understand that the CPC is a form of insurance, that it cannot be 
altered from the filed form and that the premiums associated with the CPC must be collected as 
filed with the Ohio Department of Insurance.  Many associates recall the days of white-out and 
re-copying of closing protection letters and don’t realize the seriousness of the issue.  Considering 
the potential liability of a CPC claim from an altered form, agents should discuss this issue with 
their staff.  If anyone has questions about the CPC form, rate or system usage, please call this 
office.  

Please note ODI Audit Requirements have been released and can be viewed 

by going to http://stgoh.com and under links the ODI Audit Requirement link.   
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Odds and Ends: by George Naumoff 
 
Fall is here.   There is frost on the ground and in the real estate market.   Based on the forecasts, 
both economic and weather, the thaw will not be coming until at least next spring.    However, we 
need to prepare ourselves for that eventuality.   If you have not prepared to succeed, you most 
assuredly will fail.   
 
So how can we be prepared? 
 

1. Make room to grow.   Get caught up on work that you have been putting off.   Get your 
policies issued, reported and remitted.   Nothing impedes progress like doing work that 
should have been completed.  While you are doing yesterday’s work, the successful 
competition will be doing tomorrow’s.   

 
2. Plan your growth.  Develop a marketing plan that accentuates your strengths.  Your plan 

should deliver the proper message, and reinforce those strengths.   Your customers 
should be able to articulate why they use you rather than the competition. 

 
3. Allocate sufficient resources.   I know, I know, business is slow and funds are tight.  

Think of this like saving for your child’s education, it hurts a little now, but in the long 
run it is certainly beneficial. 

 
4. Use a team approach.  Make sure your entire staff is part of your marketing team.   

Everyone should be trained to sell effectively and deliver your message.   Remember 
that each of them have customer contact, and if they are all on the same page, you are 
much more likely to succeed.    

 
5. Educate your staff.   Take advantage of Stewart Title Guaranty’s online webinars.  Bring 

the staff to our November seminar.   Pass around our Legal Bulletins or Agent Alerts.  A 
knowledgeable staff is hard to beat.   

 
6. Start now.   Sow the seeds of growth early.   Those that have started and begun the 

growth planning, are the ones that will yield the biggest harvest.  Don’t play catch up to 
the competition.   

  

*********************************************************************** 

Ideas from Independent Agents 
We will be featuring “Ideas from Independent Agents” as part of our future newsletters, 
consisting of articles written by agents.  These articles will help keep you up-to-date on practices 
and ideas for an efficient office, highlight specific achievements in an office, or other matters of 
interest.  If you wish to have an article included, please contact George Naumoff at 
gnaumoff@stewart.com. 
 

Getting to know PropertyInfo, a Stewart Company 

PropertyInfo Vision 

To become the trusted industry leader for every step in the real estate transaction process. 

PropertyInfo Mission 

To build and deploy our company's premier real estate technology solutions - for the title, real 

estate and lending industries. 
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This is our Vision and our Mission to the Land Title Industry.  PropertyInfo Corporation, PIC, is 

a newly formed company but many of you have known us for years as First Data Systems, 

Stewart Automation, Landata Systems, Ultima Corporation, SureClose, RealEC, Reveal Systems, 

and many more companies.    Stewart formed PropertyInfo Corporation to combine the 

technology divisions of the Stewart organization to provide comprehensive real estate 

information solutions for residential realty, title, lenders, commercial, builders and developers, 

underwriters, home buyers and sellers and international markets. PIC’s true strength is its ability 

to integrate the many disparate systems and technologies available to create an all-inclusive 

source of solutions. Through relationships and partnerships across industries, PIC now assembles 

the puzzle parts online, and offers "one-stop shopping" technologies. PIC technology solutions 

range from research and marketing, title and escrow office solutions, title search and policy 

production, title plant software/publishing, application hosting and data center, eMortgage,  post 

closing and our new eClosing Room.. 

From the beginning of the real estate transaction, real estate professionals can log onto 

PropertyInfo.com for instant access to real estate information, online forms, transaction 

management, and many more time-saving applications, products and services.  In addition, PIC 

provides instant access to the world's largest online library of aerial/satellite imagery, where 

commercial real estate professionals and municipal economic development agencies can search 

millions of properties and create customized, sophisticated maps for their presentations or for 

resale to businesses and to the general public. 

PIC combines 30 years of technology solutions for the title industry, emerging solutions for the 

real estate, closing and mortgage industries, and outside, "best of breed" technologies. PIC is a 

wholly owned subsidiary of Stewart Title Company (NYSE-STC), a customer-oriented, 

technology-driven, strategically competitive real estate information and transaction management 

company. 

Many of you use our products already today, such as AIM for Windows, SureClose, 

TitleWorkPlace, TitleSearch, PropertyProfiles and several others and are familiar with the 

excellent customer service that we provide.    We also offer supplies, like Check Stock and MICR 

toner.  We are one of the largest check suppliers and have great prices on check stock paper. 

Thank you for letting us tell you a little about PIC, and you will be hearing more in the near 

future.  If you have any questions or would like more information please call Bob Beverick at 

614-818-1185 or email him at rbeverick@stewart.com.   Bob will be working closely with our 

sales reps from PIC to provide you the best customer experience possible. 

You can visit the following websites for product information:  www.propertyinfo.com or 
www.sureclose.com 

 
 
****************************************************************************** 

Remittance Hints and Tips:   By Lydia Bellknap, Agency 

Account Manager 
 
Stewart Title Agency Accounting Department is using a new and improved statement in the last 
few months. We hope that this new statement makes it easier to view and reconcile your account 
each month.  Please review your account for any discrepancies upon receipt each month, and 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

contact your agency services manager and/or Agency Accounting to report and correct any issues. 
 
Here are some helpful hints and tips for easier reporting and remitting:  
 
1.  Realize that the close out date in agency accounting for Ohio is mid month.  How does this 
affect you?  If you send us a stack of policies and checks totaling $3500 on the 11th for example 
your checks will be cashed and posted, but your policies might not actually be posted until after 
the close date.  So when you receive a statement you might see a balance due of -$3500 meaning 
we have an excess of funds which should be offset once the policies are posted.  
  
2. Credit balances.  The example above is understandable as well as acceptable.  However, if you 
see you have a large credit balance or that your credit balance is continuing to grow, it may mean 
you need to send in your offsetting policies, but it could be other issues.  When you receive your 
monthly statement, it should reconciled as you would a checking account.  The policies reported 
and the amount of premium remitted should be equal.  A large credit balance could be caused by 
any number of issues. Policies have been posted incorrectly and where our agents have 
inadvertently given us invalid policy numbers or prefixes. This could also signal that you are 
behind in completing and reported.  We can not stress enough the importance of checking out 
those monthly statements. 
 
3. Another issue in Ohio is those pesky Closing Protection Letters.    Agency accounting needs 
not only the checks for the CPL’s, but an offsetting report.  The report has to have your file 
number, date of policy and the amount of the check as minimum information.  If you send checks 
with out a register, we simply deposit them.  This will lead to an increase in your credit balance.  
The majority of our agents are using a quick and simply Microsoft Excel report.  If you don’t 
have this form and would like to use it, please contact you agency account manager.  
 
Finally we need your policies to be not only completed, but reported on a timely basis.  Your 
contract calls for a monthly remittance of current policies and we appreciate your hard work in 
accomplishing this goal. 
Should you have questions or concerns about your remittance statements, please contact your 
agency account manager.  Enjoy the upcoming Thanksgiving Holiday with your family and 
friends. 

 

Leaves by:  Elsie Brady 
 
How silently they tumble down 
And come to rest upon the ground 
To lay a carpet, rich and rare, 
Beneath the trees without a care, 
Content to sleep, their work well done, 
Colors gleaming in the sun.  
At other times, they wildly fly 
Until they nearly reach the sky. 
Twisting, turning through the air 
Till all the trees stand stark and bare. 
Exhausted, drop to earth below 
To wait, like children, for the snow.  
 
 

 
 

 


